
» REALLY ENJOYED THE  
WEARABLES ISSUE OF MAKE:
Just had to send you a note about the lat-
est issue (Volume 43). Man, it had so many 
good projects! I bookmarked just the ones I 
wanted to do and there were like 10 stickies 
flapping around. [My wife] Jeanie liked the 
pieces on wearables designers as well.
And the open-source RC airplane (“Maker 
Trainer R/C Airplanes”) from foam? That’s 
unbelievable! Well, I’m sure the controller 
is still something beyond my meager skillz, 
but the plane seems doable.

But then the (“Open-Source Smart-
watch”) project was pretty deceptively 
simple looking with the exploded diagram 
of only a few parts, but I went to the website 
and read the plans and browsed the github; 
boy, good luck to whoever tries cramming 
all that stuff together!

Anyway, I enjoyed the issue cover to 
cover.                      ― Brian Bruce, New York, NY

» OPEN SOURCE FOR BETTER  
3D PRINTS
The manufacturers of closed-source 
printers (MakerBot, Zortrax, etc.) should 
reconsider the benefits of open source for 
both the customer and the manufacturer. I 
will only buy open-source printers because 
they give me the flexibility to fix my own 
problems instead of being dependent on 
the manufacturer.

There are plenty of good open-source 
printers. Six out of 10 of the top performing 
printers in Make: magazine’s annual guide 
(what Make: called “The Standouts”) use 
open-source software. Four out of 10 have 
open-source hardware. If MakerBot Rep-
licator 5th Generation and Zortrax M200 
were open source, maybe a customer 
could figure out how to improve their test 
results.          ― Ralph Kauffman, New York, NY
   
 

» I am writing to tell you about my 
daughter. She LOVES Make: magazine. 
Her name is Allie and she is currently 9 
years old. She hopes to become an 
engineer / inventor and work for  
NASA. She has had that aspiration  
since kindergarten.

She has never been a fan of dolls like 
other girls. She has been a Buzz 
Lightyear fan since she was 18 months 
old, when we had to break down and get 
her a Buzz doll because she constantly 
carried around an imaginary one.

It would be her DREAM to participate 
in a Maker Faire, or in some way be a 
part of Make: magazine. We were first 
introduced to Make: while visiting the 
Omaha Children’s Museum. Allie caught 
the eye of some of the maker’s working 
there and they gave her a copy of the 
magazine, and they said they wished 
she lived closer so they could work with 
her more. We can only visit once or 
twice a year since we do not live  
close by.

Thanks for encouraging and inspiring 
my daughter to keep making and 
inventing!   —Kara Weber, South Dakota
 
To get Allie more involved, our Maker 
Faire Program Director, Sabrina Merlo, 
connected Kara and Allie with the 
organizers of both the Omaha and Des 
Moines Mini Maker Faires. Looking for 
a Maker Faire near you? Find them all 
at makerfaire.com

Allie with her Green Dollhouse, which earned her an "invention" award at her 3rd-grade science fair. Designed out of recyclable 
materials, it included green space, a rain barrel water collection system, and a space-saving collapsible wall bathroom. Allie also 
incorporated a working wind turbine and solar panel to run the light system, and added in some of her snap circuits to make a 
rechargeable battery storage.

A Master Maker in the Making
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MARQUE CORNBLATT, THE CO-CREATOR 
OF GAME OF DRONES, KNOWS HOW TO 
GET YOUR ATTENTION. His contests, both 
indoor and outdoor, feature drone pilots go-
ing to battle. Cornblatt also creates popular 
videos, including an entertaining clip with a 
set of torture tests for a drone. First, he flew 
the drone into a glass windowpane, then 
let it free fall from 400 feet and crash to the 
ground. And most absurdly, the drone was 
the target for shotgun practice; his YouTube 
video, “Shotgun vs. Drone” has more than a 
million views.

Before he got into drones, Cornblatt 
had a video robot named Sparky that 
he brought to the first Bay Area Maker 
Faire. Each year, he improved Sparky, 
transforming it from an analog to a digital 
telepresence robot. “As a maker, I’d 
throw out last year’s technology and start 
with new technology,” he says. Sparky 
decreased from 300 pounds to about 6. 

Cornblatt’s craziest creation came 
next, the project he called WaterBoy and 
BucketHead. “For Burning Man, I wanted to 
come up with something that was as absurd 
as possible for the deep desert,” he says. He 
wanted to seal himself in a suit filled with 
water, like the opposite of a diving bell. “I 
connected to people who had professional 
expertise in special effects and building 
wetsuits. I said: ‘Here’s what I’m trying to 
make.’ They told me: ‘No you can’t do it. 
You’re going to die.’”

He realized the suit — the WaterBoy  
half of the project — was a lot like a water-
bed, and he found a Bay Area waterbed 
manufacturer who generously agreed to 

make it for him. Wearing the other half, 
BucketHead, he looked like a man who took 
an oversized goldfish bowl and stuck it on 
his head — with the water still in it. “I felt 
like I was a test pilot,” he says. Cornblatt 
teamed up with the band OK Go at Maker 
Faire, and Damian Kulash went onstage in 
both WaterBoy and BucketHead, singing 
a song underwater, a truly remarkable 
performance.   

Cornblatt came to drones through RC 
cars and planes. “I’m easily bored and I’m 
always looking for something to overcome 
it,” He says. He started getting together with 
Justin Gray and other inventors in Oakland 
to “smash our toys together.” Eventually, 
this became a weekly gathering they called 
Flight Club, and they began crashing drones 
on purpose. “I didn’t want to fly drones by 
myself,” says Cornblatt.

“The first thing we learned from setting 
out to crash drones was that commercial 
drones were super fragile and the parts 
were expensive,” he says. He wanted to 
figure out how to make the airframe for 
drones more rugged. With co-founder Eli 
D’Elia, he launched a Kickstarter promising 
“to build an airframe that didn’t need to be 
repaired.” Cornblatt knew that he could 
produce good videos to help him raise the 
money and to gain momentum for what 
later became “Game of Drones.”

During a contest, drones battle inside 
of cages and knock out their opponents, 
incapacitating them so that they cannot be 
quickly repaired by their pilots and returned 
to flight. Because some pilots were more 
interested in acrobatics than battles, he 

began adding competitions for pilots to 
demonstrate new tricks. Now Game of 
Drones includes racing where pilots wear 
FPV goggles. (See “Formula FPV,” page 24.) 
They are racing a new breed of drone — 
“tiny, fast, and angry like hornets.”

Cornblatt, a race car enthusiast and an 
SCCA-trained driver, believes a competition 
like the Game of Drones is an important way 
to push the limits of a technology. Henry 
Ford was one of the early organizers of auto 
racing, staging match races and attempting 
to set land-speed records. His goal was 
the kind of publicity that would make 
automobiles popular — he wanted people 
to talk about what cars could do. When 
Ford started out racing, nobody thought of 
themselves as race car drivers. He had to 
recruit a competitive cyclist, Barney Oldfield, 
who was completely unfamiliar with the 
controls of a car. Nonetheless, by driving 
a one-mile track in one minute in a Ford 
vehicle, Oldfield was the first person to  
drive a car at 60 mph. Racing made Ford 
and his fortune.  

Cornblatt wants people to get excited 
about drones, and he thinks that racing 
and other aerial games will do that. Events 
like Game of Drones are creating a new 
category of competition, much like the X 
Games did for skateboards and BMX bikes, 
developing a distinctive language of tricks 
and maneuvers, as well as promoting the 
broader interest in drones by more people 
— even among those who don’t fly them. 
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Is Game of Drones the Next X Games?

BY DALE DOUGHERTY, founder and 
Executive Chairman of Maker Media. 
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MADE 
ON EARTH

Know a project that would be perfect for Made 
on Earth? Email us:  editor@makezine.com

The world of backyard technology
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The flowing glass sculptures created 
by artist Ben Young are inspired by the 
seashore of the small coastal town in New 
Zealand where he grew up. “My whole life, 
I’ve constantly been around the ocean,” he 
says. “It’s a huge part of what I do.”

The 32-year-old artist is also a surfer and 
boatbuilder by trade. He started working 
with float glass, a standard windowpane 
material he gets from a local glassmaker, 
when he was 17. “You can do things that you 
can’t do using hot blown glass,” Young says, 
explaining that he can work on a larger 
scale since there is no “cool down” period 
as with blown glass. “I’ve got a fascination 
with the material itself,” he says. “There’s 
nothing else you can see through … it 
depends on the way you cut, the way the 
light plays within it.”

By cutting sheets and gluing recycled 
panes together, Young creates enclosed 
shapes inside the glass, like a pregnant 
figure with a suspended fetus — a sculpture 
inside a sculpture. “I liked the idea that 
house glass held life inside it,” he says. “I 
thought the female form expressed that 
idea well.”             — Laura Murray

LIQUID GLASS
BROKENLIQUID.COM
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